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Delhi, March 2021: The 
Supreme Court on Tuesday 

ordered the state government 
to provide information on the 
number of migrant children 
within their territories. The 
order came from the Child 
Rights Trust, headed by Senior 
Advocate Jayna Kothari, due 
to the increasing cases of 
COVID-19. Steps were taken for 
the welfare of the children. 
The top court issued a notice 
on March 8, 2021, about the 
plea filed by the Child Rights 
Trust and a Bengaluru resident 
seeking directions for the 
protection of fundamental rights 
of migrant children. The plea 
stated that due to the increasing 
cases of COVID-19, Centre 
had announced a nationwide 
lockdown; during this period 

migrant children were affected 
by the virus. The Central and 
State governments stated that 
there have been no official 
reports yet about the condition 
of these children. There have 
been no assessments of the exact 
number of infants, pregnant 
or lactating women and their 

needs. 
“The children of migrants and 
migrating children remain 
invisible and are vulnerable, they 
are denied healthcare, quality 
education, proper nutrition, 
skills and knowledge and 
they are forced to spend their 
lives in makeshift, unfriendly, 

unhygienic and testing 
conditions,” the petition said. 
It has sought directions to map 
and register the number of 
infants and children of migrant 
families at various work sites 
and centers of concentration 
of migrant families with the 
help of local authorities at the 
Panchayat. 

Supreme Court Seeks Information on Migrant 
Workers’ Children and Their Condition

•  State to provide official data  
of migrant children within the 
territories. 
•  Child rights trust issues plea for 
the welfare of the children.
•  Central and State government 
deny having official report about the 
condition of these children.  
•  Petition to map and register 
number of infants and children of 
migrant families.
•   No assessment of the exact 
number of infants, pregnant or 
lactating women and their needs

Karnataka, March 2021: 
Employees of bus 

transportation call for indefinite 
strike all over the state on April 
7th following the denial of the 
state government to implement 
a salary system under Sixth Pay 
Commission for the employees. 
Bus services have been 
drastically hampered, causing 
severe problems for the public. 

The employee union of the 
Bus Corporation of Karnataka 
has nine demands, eight of 
which are fulfilled by the state 
government. The government of 
Karnataka has ruled out the final 
demand to implement the Sixth 
Pay Commission. However, 
several attempts by the state 
government to negotiate with 
the labour union have proved to 

be unfruitful. 
“We want the employees to 
come for talks and explore 
possibilities for their grievances 
being resolved,” said CM 
Yediyurappa.
Alternate private transport 
arrangements have been made. 
Apart from the inconvenience 
faced by the public the loss 
incurred rises to 152 crores on 

Yuktha Lokkur

How many more days  
without the busses?

Raksha Avadhani

“The union’s demands 
may be legitimate, but with 
Covid-19 in place, now is 
not the time for a strike.” 

 Karnataka High Court on bus strike

“Worst time to take 
recourse  to strike, this is 
when common man needs 

the service most”     
Karnataka High Court on bus strike.

the ninth day of strike.
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The Department of Media 
Studies, Center for Man-

agement Studies, Bengaluru 
with the support of the com-

to protect our trees.
Mr. Nishanth added that since 
every city is moving towards 
urbanisation and major cities 
are becoming heat islands, no 
planned care is being taken 

of 36 degrees Celsius, where-
as the maximum temperature 
for an ideal living is 24 degrees 
Celsius. In these circumstances, 
he appealed that it is high time 
for the people to think about 

has received awards of national 
and international recognition. 
Associated with rescuing and 
rehabilitation of plant species 
since 2002, Mr. Vijay acceler-
ated his work from 2008-09 

for plantation or protection of 
existing trees in the areas. Only 
3-4 percent of greenery exists in 
90 percent of the cities, which 
is a sad state of affairs. This is a 
major reason why people have to 
live with an average temperature 

cooler and greener place for 
outsiders to visit. The Head of 
the Department Dr. Bhargavi 
Hemmige, and Mrs. Vijaya 
from Radio Active team also 
made the webinar a great 
success.

this and act accordingly. Plants 
and trees are as important as 
home, mobile phones and other 
essentials. For his consistent 
efforts and deep love and care 
for trees, Mr. Vijay is popularly 
known as the ‘Tree Doctor’ and 

munity radio-
centre, Radio 
Active CR 90.4 
MHz organised 
a webinar on 
Urban Trees 
and Environ-
ment on April 
7, 2021. While 
addressing the 
participants, 
conservation-
ist and Tree 
Doctor Mr. 
Vijay Nishanth 

and has saved 
more than 
1200 acres 
of land from 
denudation.  
He has been a 
guiding spirit 
of more than 
300 NGOs 
working in 
Karnataka and 
contributed 
in making 
Bengaluru a 

said that students can be the 
agents of change for keeping 
our environment clean and 
green. Through the usage of 
latest technology and their 
own ideas, they can contribute 
towards a sustainable solution 

GrahaQ, the marketing 
club of the Center for 

Management Studies (CMS), 
organised a two-day virtual 
workshop on the topic ‘Building 
Social Media Strategies’ by 
Shreya Singhal on March 25 
and March 26, 2021 via the 
Zoom platform. Shreya who 
is currently a freelancer and a 
social media strategist delivered 
an insightful session along with 
live demonstrations of how to 
formulate strategies for a greater 

social media presence and reach 
out to a larger audience.  
The participants were instructed 
to work on a project in which 
they were allocated a brand and 
asked to perform certain tasks 
like setting up goals, defining 
metrics, filling up customer 
persona, and deciding the social 
media platforms for the brand. 
Those who completed the task 
on or before the deadline were 
to be provided with an assured 
certificate. The workshop drew 
in around 60 participants.

The community radio station 
Radio Active CR 90.4 MHz 

managed by the Department of 
Media Studies, Jain University 
hosts several shows covering 
a wide variety of topics that 
represent diverse communities 
and aids them by creating a 
healthy discourse about all 
matters of importance. 
A recent episode of the show 
Active Bengaluru aired a 
conversation between Anand, 
a BMTC worker and RJ Asha 
about how important it is at the 
moment for public & BMTC to 
follow all safety protocols and 
fight the second wave of Covid 
– 19 as the number of cases are 
rapidly spiralling. 
 Anand emphasised on wearing 
the mask and practising social 

distancing at all times. He stated 
that according to the new rules, 
all busses must be fumigated 
every morning and only 50% 
occupancy is allowed at any 
given time. He also advised that 
the passengers get themselves 
tested on a monthly basis to 
avoid the risk of spreading the 
infection. 
On being asked about the 
changes he would like to see 
from the BMTC’s end he 
suggested that all busses must 
have an automated ticketing 
system as opposed to conductors 
manually issuing them so that 
the contact is minimized. 
In his concluding words he 
requested the listeners to act 
responsibly and strictly follow 
the rules by local government to 
curb the virus.

Webinar on Urban Trees and Environment
Tree Dr. Nishanth: Students Can Be Change Agents

Abhiruchi

Social Media Strategy 
Workshop Conducted in
JAIN UNIVERSITY:CMS

Radio Active’s Initiative to 
Spread Awareness about 
Covid Guidelines for BMTC & 
Passengers
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The Ministry of Civil Aviation 
recently announced that 

India has entered into a bilateral 
air bubble agreement with Sri 
Lanka for the operation of 
special international passenger 
flights between two countries 
with preconditions during 
the pandemic. The Ministry 
of Civil Aviation announced 
this agreement on Twitter. 
“India has finalized an air 
bubble agreement with Sri 
Lanka, making it the 6th such 
arrangement in SAARC region 
and the 28th in total,” it said in a 
tweet.
With this, India now has 
such pacts with 28 countries, 
including Afghanistan, Bahrain, 
Canada, France, Germany, Iraq, 
Japan, the Maldives, Nigeria, 
Qatar, the UAE, the U.K., and 
the USA.
Transport Bubbles or Air Travel 

Arrangement are temporary 
arrangements between two 
countries aimed at restarting 
commercial passenger services 
when regular international 
flights are suspended as a result 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
They are reciprocal, meaning 
airlines from both countries 
enjoy similar benefits. India 
has given a piece of good 
news to travel enthusiasts and 
passengers recently by entering 

into the air bubble agreement 
with Sri Lanka. Now the travel 
has been made easy for the 
passengers. Under an air bubble 
pact between two countries, the 
special international passenger 
flights can be operated by 
their airlines into each other’s 
territories under restrictive 
conditions due to the outbreak 
of COVID-19’s second wave. 
Scheduled international flights 
have been suspended in India 

since March 23, 2020, due to 
the coronavirus and however, 
special international passenger 
flights have been operating 
under the Vande Bharat 
Mission since May last year 
and under bilateral air bubble 
arrangements since July.
The passengers and travel 
enthusiasts in these countries 
are looking forward to traveling 
with ease at least when 
COVID-19 settles. 

season, and that not receiving 
good quality fodder could 
eventually kill the livestock and 
affect the occupants of Eastern 
Ladakh.
Maj. Gen. K Narayanan, Joint 
Secretary (Army and TA) in 
Delhi, said, “Non-delineation of 
LAC [Line of Actual Control] 
on ground leads to incorrect 
interpretation of alignment 
by civilians, which may result 
in own grazers inadvertently 
crossing over to the Chinese 
side.”
The 11th round of talks 
regarding the negotiations of 
the phased disengagement plan 
are happening for the other 
friction areas in Eastern Ladakh. 
Statements issued separately by 
India and China elucidate that 
no concrete agreement has been 
reached to disengage from the 
other friction areas.

On February 11, 2021. the 
south bank of Pangong 

Tso, one of the locations where 
the Indian and Chinese troops 
disengaged in February, became 
a “no-man’s land.” The area’s 
councillor, Konchok Stanzin 
stated, “Due to the present 
operational situation in Ladakh, 
grazers have been asked to 
restrict their cattle movements.” 
The hillock region of Helmet 
Top, Black Top, and Gurung Hill 
which was generally accessible 
to the grazers is now restricted.
Mr. Stanzin had raised an issue 
to the Ministry of Defence 
in January, as there are 180 
households, 60 of which have 
livestock rearing as their 
occupation. He stated that the 
animals of this region need to go 
for winter grazing as this time 
of the month is the breeding 

ascertain if any negligence was 
the reason behind it. 
Sources claim that the tragic 
incident took place around 
10 a.m as an empty oxygen 
cylinder was being refilled. A 
malfunction in the valves of the 
tank eventuated a colossal leak 
which disrupted the oxygen 
supply for at least half-an-hour 
before the city’s fire brigade 
came to the rescue. Collector 
Suraj Mandhare said that the 
tank apparently belonged to a 
private vendor. A low pressure 
had initially caused the leakage 
when the technicians tried to fix 
the valve.
Chief Minister Uddhav 
Thackeray, with despair stated, 
“The kin of every patient who 
died will receive a compensation 
of ₹5 lakh. I appeal to the people 
not to indulge in any kind of 
politics,”

Nashik, April 21: At Least 
24 serious COVID-19 

patients previously on life 
support, perished after a stark 
unavailability of oxygen supply 
due to a malfunctioning valve 
in a medical oxygen tank which 
eventually resulted in a massive 
leak at Dr. Zakir Hussain 
Hospital in Nashik, Maharastra 
on Wednesday. 
The State Health minister, 
Rajesh Tope has reportedly 
ordered a high level inquiry 
into the leaking accident and 

India seals the Air bubble agreement
with Sri Lanka.

Lalitha Shree

Oxygen cylinder leak leaves 
24 COVID-19 patients dead in 
Nashik

No-man’s Land Leads Ladakh 
Villagers to Lose Grazing 
Ground in Pangong Tso
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Prince Phillip, Duke of 
Edinburgh,Queen Elizabeth 

II-’s husband of 73 years, 
passed away at Windsor Castle 
on April 9. According to the 
Buckingham Palace, setting off 
funeral arrangements code-
named Operation Forth Bridge, 
named after the bridge in 
Edinburgh, is the code name for 
the positioning of the Duke of 
Edinburgh. 
Prince Philip was discharged 
from London’s King Edward 
VII hospital on 16 March, after 
he was admitted a month ago 
because he was “feeling unwell”. 
Aged 99, he was the longest-
serving royal in British history.
The death of every royal is 
followed by a set of procedures, 
almost always named after 
bridges, the current one being 
Operation Forth Bridge. 

The Egyptian authorities 
have refused to release the 

massive 2,00,000-ton cargo 
ship “Ever Given” until the 
compensation of $1 billion 
is paid by its owners. This 
compensation is accounted for 
salvaging operations, costs for 
stalling traffic, and lost transit 
fees for the week when the ship 
blocked the Suez Canal.
According to the authorities, 
there is an ongoing investigation 
and the ship is being held in 
one of the Suez Canal’s Great 
Bitter Lake. “Negotiation on the 
financial settlement is taking 
place with the Japanese owners 
of the ship Shoei Kisen Kaisha 
Ltd.” said the Suez Canal Chief. 
He added, “We are discussing 
with them a peaceful resolution 
to the matter without resorting 
to the judiciary.” He claimed that 
the firm will suffer more losses 
if the matter goes to court rather 
than settling with the canal’s 
management. 

that the investigations were 
going around for what led the 
Ever Given ship to run aground 
but no conclusions have been 
reached yet.
Earlier last week the Ever Given 
ship was freed by the salvage 
teams leading to the end of a 
week-long crisis caused by the 
blockage of the world’s most 
vital waterways and causing 
a halt in billions of dollars in 
maritime commerce.
On March 23rd, Panama flagged 
a ship that carries cargo between 
Europe and Asia ran aground 
in the narrow man-made canal 
dividing Asian Senai Peninsula 
from Africa.
The existing strain and pressure 
on the shipping industry due 
to the coronavirus pandemic 
was further increased by this 
incident. The six-day shutdown 
accompanied by the fear of 
extended delays, shortage of 
goods and rising costs for 
consumers were the main reason 
behind this added strain.

The proceedings begin with the 
country immediately entering a 
period of mourning. There are 
rules that must be followed, such 
as all flags in the country being 
lowered to half-mast in honour 
of the Duke. All newsreaders 
and television presenters must 
wear black, as a sign of respect. 
The Queen generally chooses 
not to conduct any state affairs 
while the funeral preparations 
are underway.
The deceased royal’s coffin is 

Last week the Chief said that the 
Suez Canal authority expected 
compensation of more than 
$1billion although he did not 
specify who will be responsible 
for paying the compensation. 
He also said that they will not 
release the ship if the issue 
of damage turns into a legal 
dispute.

According to the Canal 
Authority, about $12 to $15 
million in revenue were lost by 
Egypt for each day the waterway 
was closed. According to the 
Maritime data company Lloyd’s 
list, cargo worth $9.6 billion was 
held between Asia and Europe, 
each day the ship was stuck.
Rabie, the canal Chief, also said 

taken to London’s Westminster 
Hall, where the coffin is laid on a 
decorated wooden frame, called 
the catafalque, for the general 
public to pay their last respects. 
This is a regularly followed 
tradition that typically lasts for 
three days and is called “lying in 
state.”
On the way to Westminster 
Hall, the coffin will be carried 
by a gun carriage and followed 
by a procession consisting of 
representative members of all 

of the British armed forces and 
members of the royal family. 
There are some who claim that 
Prince Philip desired simpler 
proceedings, and wished to opt 
for his body to lie at St James’ 
Palace, which is not open to the 
public. 
Tradition dictates that a funeral 
service is to be held at St 
George’s Chapel in Windsor 
Castle, followed by the burial. 
However, The Independent 
reported in 2017 that Prince 
Philip chose to be buried in 
Frogmore Gardens, on the 
grounds of Windsor Castle.
Eight days of national mourning 
will take place before the 
funeral, which will not be 
large- scale event given the 
pandemic. A spokesman for 
the Palace stated, “Whilst 
this is a time of sadness and 
mourning the coming days will 
be an opportunity to celebrate a 
remarkable life.”

Operation Forth Bridge

Ever Given Ship Impounded by Egypt over 
$1 Billion Compensation

 Surabhi Paraki

 Aditi Mojasia
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used in suppressing the dissent 
by large, during the protests 
against CAA and farmers’ bill, 
mass blocking of accounts by 
Twitter, taking down of content, 
arrest of environmentalist Disha 
Ravi for editing the information 
of a tool kit that was already 
accessible on the web and the 
stand-up comic Munawar 
Farooqui for jokes that he 

outside the establishment, it 
results in hurting sentiments. 

The establishment regularly 
misuses its power today by 
slapping criminal & sedition 
charges against professionals 
like journalists, artists, political 
satirists, movie makers, show 
runners, writers, comedians, 
actors or any person influencing 
a community. The violent forces 

How free is the speech in India?
5

Smitha KS

The question that needs to be 
answered is, who does the free 
speech represent?  Every citizen 
of this country or only the 
people in power? The current 
scenario is a testament to the 
fact that free speech is enjoyed 
only by our leaders. An example 
to prove this statement is the 
freedom to express about a 
religion. If done by anyone 

did not make, are few of the 
examples of how the very spirit 
of democracy was quashed. 
Several forms of intimidation 
are being exercised to curb free 
speech resulting in widespread 
self-censorship.

These are the signs of an 
authoritarian democracy 
that penalises its subjects for 
showing any form of non-
conformism. Any person having 
a certain number of followers 
has the ability to formulate a 
public opinion as the number 
of active content consumers is 
increasing exponentially every 
day. The system fears the act 
of scrutinising every step of its 
governance by the public and 
thus, losing its power in the 
society.

The flip side of free speech can 
be harmful as well. For instance, 
Americans enjoy nearly absolute 
speech but this liberty is not 
being used responsibly. It is 
used to demean the minorities 
or any community that does 
not confine itself to what the 
majority defines as being a “True 
American”. This was heavily 
reflected in the words used by 
the ex-President Mr Donald 
Trump and his million other 
followers on Twitter or while 
marching down the streets 
campaigning for his win. He 
perpetually invoked a sense 
of violence and hate against 
immigrants especially Mexicans 
stating words such as “Mexicans 
are bringing drugs and crime. 
They are rapists”. 

There are pros and cons to 
exercising the right at the end of 
both spectrums. It is necessary 
to strike the right balance 
between the two and understand 
that freedom is not the right 
to do what you want, but the 
opportunity to do what is right. 
This also implies, that curbing 
one’s rights is not the solution 
for the functioning of a healthy 
democracy.

Article 19(1) (a) confers 
upon the citizens of India 

the right to freedom of speech 
and expression.  For any state to 
achieve the same, its participants 
must have the free will to 
express themselves against all 
unjust practices or any activity 
that tends to harm their basic 
human rights.

Article 19(2) places reasonable 
restrictions to exercise the right 
as per article 19(1) (a) In the 
existing socio-political climate, 
the understanding of the above-
mentioned provisions especially 
the thin line of contradictions 
between the two and abiding by 
them is becoming increasingly 
difficult and ambiguous. Along 
with the reasonable restrictions 
placed by Article 19(2), Sec 95 
of CRPC grants the power to 
the government to ban any text 
which it believes will create 
communal disharmony. The 
government has banned several 
texts to date by the virtue of this 
section.

The words “Communal 
Disharmony” must be 
understood in their entirety. 
In a country as vast and 
diverse as India, there exists 
several communities having 
their own set of identities and 
requirements and rightly so. If 
citizens express their displeasure 
owing to non-fulfilment of 
their requirements or violation 
of their rights, it is bound 
to result in an unpleasant 
situation of protests.  Citizens 
who raise questions on the 
lines of religion, caste, politics, 
faulty governance, or merely 
participating in a conversation 
about any concern of national 
importance are labelled as 
“Anti-Nationals” or an “Ally of 
Pakistan”. 

The cancel or ban culture has 
become prevalent in the current 
democracy due to the volume of 
toxicity on the internet. Factual 
information or questioning the 

system attracts an army of bots, 
groups or individuals having 
various vested interests that 
spread filth in the form of the 
vilest comments. They seem to 
be blinded by their affiliation 
to ideologies and are indirectly 
supported by the government. 
On one side, FIR was filed 
against students for chanting 
“Azaadi” whereas politicians 
continue to give hate speeches 
every day. 
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Olympic athletes with COVID-19 to 
be housed in hotels

Book of the month: The Power of 
Your Subconscious Mind

Movie of the month: Pagglait

Athletes with minor 
COVID-19 symptoms at 

the Tokyo Olympics will be 
housed in a hotel near Athletes’ 
village, reported news agency 
Kyodo. According to Kyodo, 
the organizers will allocate 300 

rooms for athletes However, fans 
from abroad have been banned 
from attending the events by the 
organizers of the International 
Olympic Committee. The 
decision to move ahead with the 

lower compared to other 
Asian countries and Western 
countries. The low rate of 
casualties may lead the way for 
the Tokyo Olympics 2021.

Penned by author Joseph 
Murphy this book goes on 

to tell us that by understanding 
the way our subconscious mind 
functions, one can become well-
versed in how dreams change 
into reality.
As the title of the book suggests, 
it promises an insightful look 

into the powers beyond the 
scope of the daily progress of 
a human being. A lot has been 
said in the book, which has 
been divided into sections, 
and the theories grow in their 
complexity as one nears the 
end. It is easy to follow the 
examples stated in the book 
that act as vivid similes to break 
down the complex statements. 
The language is lucid and the 
narrative is gripping.
In the entire book, Joseph 
Murphy focuses on the massive 
power of the subconscious 
mind which is unknown to 
many. What has been obtained 
from Murphy is the realization 
that unless people try to 
understand the non-rational 
side of their mind, their rational 
desires and plans will be
 forever sabotaged.

Pagglait is a Hindi-language 
dark comedy film directed 

by Umesh Bist. The film received 
it’s big release over Netflix. It 
stars Sanya Malhotra in the lead 
role, Ashutosh Rana, Sheeba 
Chaddha, Raghubir Yadav, and 
Shruti Sharma in important 
roles. Sayani Gupta makes a 
brief appearance in the movie.
The film showcases the life 
of Sandhya – a married girl 
in a middle-class family who 
becomes a widow just after five 
months of marriage. The movie 
revolves around the happenings 

in the lives of Sandhya and her 
family members in the 13 days 
of her husband’s demise.
Sanya Malhotra has performed 
wonderfully as Sandhya, a 
woman who never fell in love 
with her husband and discovers 
that he loved someone else after 
his death.
The story shows how Sandhya 
figures out what she wants in her 
life. Ashutosh Rana and Sheeba 
Chaddha have 
also done a fantastic job in 
portraying the role of 
middle-class parents whose 
young son dies, 
giving them an additional 
financial burden on top of the 
already existing emotional 
trauma.
The movie manages to keep the 
audience involved 
throughout due to 
the amazing 
storyline and powerful 
performances by the actors.

Aditi Mojasia

Tina Agarwal

Nitika K
Tokyo Olympics comes at a time 
when cases continue to rise in 
Tokyo, Osaka, and various other 
areas in Japan. 
Another cause for concern is 
that less than 1% of the Japanese 
population has been vaccinated 
but Japan has had 9,500 deaths, 
a number that is considerably 
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TEAMS P L NRR PointsW

IPL  SCORECARD
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2 May

2 May

3 May

4 May

5 May

1 May Sat, 7.30pm

Sun, 3.30pm

Sun, 7.30pm

Mon, 7.30pm

Tue, 7.30pm

Wed, 7.30pm

Thu, 7.30pm

Fri, 7.30pm

6 May

7 May

DATE MATCH TIME

MATCH SCHEDULE

RCB

MI

SRH

PBKS

DC

CSK

RR

KKR

2

10

4
4

8

6

4

6

6
2

1
2

5

+1.475

1

2
2

1

-0.305

-0.264

-0.032

-0.681

32

6

4

-0.608

4

5
6

4
4

+0.269
+0.089

3

5
6

5

5
10

MI vs CSK

RR vs SRH

KKR vs RCB

SRH vs MI

RR vs CSK

RCB vs PBKS

SRH vs CSK

PBKS vs DC



Dear 2020,
 I would ask how things are 

going, but I see you have been 
really busy these days. I’m sure 
it’s not easy being up to no good. 
Always caught up with some 
sort of mischief.
 What can I say about our time 
together, it’s been a rollercoaster 
ride, the massive, scary one 
with a giant loop. The kind that 
reads, “NOT FOR THE FAINT 
HEARTED” We started quite 
easy didn’t we? Just when we 
started to warm up, you decided 
to stir, and boy what a stir!!  
What seemed like a shakey ride 
initially,  turned out to be a 
MASSIVE shift. Not meaning 
to embarrass you but remember 
the wildfires, floods, factory 
explosions, gas leaks, and worst 
of all, the CORONA VIRUS 
PANDEMIC eventually leading 
to an economic slowdown?? For 
the love of God, what fancied 
you that you decided to sniff 
life out of an innocent young 
man with a head full of dreams 
and a heart full of desires and 
aspirations. Mind you he was, 
just one out of the scores and 
scores. No offense but, are you 
by any chance related to the 
1920s or the 1940s? Because 
your nature reminds me of 
them. You guys have been 
devastating and that is an 
understatement!!
The thing is, as human beings we 
are conditioned to not giving up. 
We are hard-wired to negativity.  
There were instances where I 
wanted to kill you or even bury 
you in the farthest corner of 
the universe! You brought not 
only me but every single person 
I can possibly think of, down 
to our lowest lows. However, 
nothing is permanent and this 
too shall pass, we still have to 
live those moments right? how 
do we really get past those?  That 
pandemic friend of yours has 
robbed us of simple pleasures.  
Never had I thought that 
someday I would attend college 
in the comfort of my house 
sitting in my pajamas and get 

tired of it. Sounds crazy, doesn’t 
it? What a paradox! Getting 
uncomfortable with all the 
comfort. I miss all those things 
that I had taken for granted. 
Those delicious samosas with 
a chilled beverage on a rainy 
day with my friends, those 
random and unnecessary walks 
to the washroom all because 
the lecture got too boring or the 
butt cramps became unbearable, 
freaking out on mouth-watering 
food with classmates, sitting 
in class and chatting up with 
the teachers because you don’t 
feel like studying on that given 
day and every single thing that 
eventually becomes a way of life.
We have gone from being 
hooked to our screens by choice 
to being hooked because there 
is no choice and that’s now 
our new normal. I remember 
how as little kids we’d dream of 
not having to go to school. We  
would things like,“ I wish we 
could have holidays that lasted a 

year-long and then go to school 
only the next year.” It seems the 
universe took our immature, 
childish wish a little too 
seriously and said amen to it.

But hey, while I can choose to 
get carried away and loath you 
to my heart’s content, I would 
rather, thank you. So 2020, 
here I am, getting back with 
vengeance in a positive way. 
Thank you for these necessary 
evil kinda lessons of yours that 
have taught me to be patient, 
have courage, be strong, have 
faith, and most importantly 
never lose hope, stay positive no 
matter what the circumstances 
and remember that nothing 
lasts forever. I have learned 
to be more observant and 
appreciative of nature. Myriad 
colors of butterflies, different 
greens of shrubs and trees, and 
the symphony of bird songs. 
Who would have thought that 
one morning I’d wake up to the 

twitterati of birds so loud that I 
confused it for my alarm tone. 
I have learned to look for stars 
in darkness and the rainbows 
post the rains. I now know that 
complaining and condemning 
have never done anyone any 
good.
You’ve given me friends I never 
thought I’d make. It’s funny 
how sometimes people can be 
different and yet have so much 
to share. I now truly understand 
the meaning of, “Never judge a 
book by its cover.” I have started 
to bake, making the dream of 
a little girl who every time her 
mother was baking would get 
so carries away by the aroma of 
butter, sugar, and vanilla mixed 
together that she hoped that one 
day, she would be the one who 
would be baking up a storm in 
the kitchen. 
You’ve given me countless 
memories that I will cherish 
and laugh about for years to 
come. From dreaming about 
my mom kicking my date out 
when he came to pick me up all 
because he was badly dressed, 
to hearing about a  concerned 
mother worried that there was 
no adrak for the sham ki chai to 
her daughter right in the middle 
of her teaching hours during 
the online classes, hearing a 
damsel in distressed who forgot 
to mute herself before pouring 
her heart out to her bestie, 
watching movies with close 
friends through video chats and 
so many other fun things.
So, as we say our final goodbyes, 
instead of cursing and bad-
mouthing you and desperately 
waiting for us to part ways so 
that I can move on, I want to 
take a moment to appreciate all 
that you have given me instead 
of what you have taken away 
from me. I’m sure when I look 
back at you, I will laugh and 
tell kids about our adventures 
together and then silently thank 
you. 

Love and prayers,
The spirited world that will 
never say die.

Hey 2020, You’ve Got Mail!
Snigdha Durba
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UNCONSCIOUS MIND

I need someone to talk ,
but I distance myself from them
they heel me, but I abandon 
them

life should be of fun and amaze
but for me its acting like a maze

people come and people go,
I want to stop them but I don't
because ego comes and never 
goes

Something is happening to me
I can't feel myself
I don't know how I feel
I can't answer myself

everything around me is shut-
tering
I made mistakes in the past
but its haunting me in the 
present
I feel low , then I feel fine
I know its confusing
but its all in my mind

Avantika Khajuria
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THE FRAMES OF THE MIND
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KERC APPROVES 40 PAISA HIKE PER UNIT: 
ELECTRICITY BILLS TO RISE MONTHLY 

resulted due to the undecided 
settlement of Karnataka Power 
Transmission Corporation Lim-
ited (KPTCL) appeal before the 
Appellate Tribunal for Electricity 
(ATE) against KERC order and 

  

the code of conduct for by polls to 
RR Nagar and Sira assembly seats.
 However the KERC has ap-
proved uniform increase across 
all ESCOMS in Hukkeri, there is 

-

crease in energy charge ranges 
from 20 to 25 paisa per unit across 
all categories except for Banga-
lore Metro, Battery Charging 
Station for electric vehicles, be-
sides an increase of 50 paisa per 
unit for temporary installations.

more than 11k defaulters

    angalore  : Bruhat      Bengaluru
       Mahanagara Palike( BBMP) 
has found a handy way to deal 
with violators of COVID-19 
protocols;
 over the past week, it has 

11,624 individuals and has 
collected Rs. 5.2 lakh worth 

especially, have been said to be 
standing tall in terms of cas-
es booked for violation of the 

protocols ranging from fail-
ure to abide by the rule of so-
cial distancing to negligence of 
the use of face masks amongst 

reduced by Rs. 250, sever-

in the number of violations. 
-

tion of Bengaluru's stance on 
COVID-19 which has the po-

the situation of the pandemic 
in the crucial months ahead.

Metro line construction: Af-
fected families to get reha-
bilitation

angalore: Bangalore Metro  R-
ail   Corporation    Limited

(BMRCL) is set to displace 
about 100 families in Lak-
kasandra slum as the area has 
been said to be marked for 
metro line projects. Estimates 
reveal that the corporation will 
spend Rs.4.5 lakhs per fami-

them to Kudlu. Namma Met-
ro is embarking on an under-
ground project of construct-
ing a tunnel under Phase Two 

from Dairy Circle to Nagawara.  

claimed to be resident in this 
area, reports from surveys 
conducted by experts reveal 
that only 101 families are eli-
gible for rehabilitation. For the 
past one year, BMRCL is said 
to have been struggling to ac-
quire approximately 5 acres 
at Lakkasandra where people 

which are currently under the 
government’s control.
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